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Abstract: In this paper we propose an infrastructure for a secure remote authentication, management and operation system for a distributed global wireless sensor network testbed. We base the design of the architecture on an existing well-established, widely deployed and frequently used authentication and authorization system developed to simplify inter-organizational access to web-resources. The proposed infrastructure addresses the main challenges of a interconnected distributed sensor network testbed, such as secure remote availability, multi-user access, confidentiality and integrity. The paper further describes our perspective of a testbed workflow management and operation system aiming to provide a simple and comprehensive interface for remote wireless sensor network configuration and experimentation.
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1 Introduction

All over the world, universities have set up small wireless sensor network testbeds for research purposes, in order to test and evaluate own proposed mechanisms and to analyze and evaluate their real-world behaviour and characteristics. So far, a couple of testbeds have been put into operation, with different equipment and testbed design (e.g. MoteLab [WSW05], Tutornet [Tut], Kansei [AER+06]). However, a compound network to interconnect different wireless sensor network testbeds at different locations, offering access to networks in different environments, with heterogeneous hardware and operating systems, in analogy to Planetlab [BBC+04] for wired distributed systems in the Internet, is still missing.

The EU 7th Framework Programme project WISEBED [Wir] intends to bridge this gap. It aims to provide a multi-level infrastructure of interconnected testbeds of large-scale wireless sensor networks for research purposes. The project targets to interconnect wireless sensor testbed networks of heterogeneous small-scale devices, to simplify and automate remote network access, configuration, experimentation, extraction and evaluation of results. WISEBED intends to establish a compound network of heterogeneous sensor network testbeds - a network of wireless sensor networks. Researchers shall be enabled to run their recent developments of sensor network algorithms and mechanisms on different remote testbed sites. With universities sharing their wireless sensor network resources, researchers can test their algorithms and prototypes on different hardware without having to purchase new equipment. The available resources can
be used by more researchers, which in turn increases resource utilization and cost-efficiency. Furthermore, the availability of interconnected distributed sensor network laboratories allows running totally new kinds of experiments, e.g. with algorithms gathering and processing sensor data across the testbed boundaries.

2 Testbed Authentication and Authorization using Shibboleth

An infrastructure for a global distributed network of sensor networks requires secure authorization, authentication and access control facilities. There are a lot of PKI-based authentication and access control systems (e.g. Kerberos, OpenID, Shibboleth) that provide such basic services. We propose to apply a well-established, decentralized PKI-based authentication and authorization infrastructure to protect and simplify the inter-organizational access to the sensor network testbeds. Shibboleth[Shi] is an open source attribute-based access control system basing on state of the art cryptography and security protocols (e.g. X.509, PKCS, SAML, TLS/SSL). Single-Sign-On (SSO) is one of the key features of Shibboleth[Shi]. As illustrated in Figure 1, SSO massively improves the usability of remote resource access of several institution’s resources. It facilitates the authorization and authentication process, and disburdens users from maintaining different access information (such as username, password) for every institution or even every resource they intend to access. Authorization of the requested resource access is based on the user attributes provided by the users’ home organisation. Thus, all users from any institution within the Shibboleth federation can be authenticated to any Shibboleth-protected resource by using their home organisation accounts instead of getting a new user account locally. Currently, almost all Swiss universities and the universities of applied sciences are interconnected by the SWITCH Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure (AAI) [SWI04], which is the Shibboleth federation of the Swiss Higher Education System. The system is used by more than 175’000 students and researchers. Shibboleth will be used to combine all portals to sensor network testbeds affiliated with the WISEBED project, in order to create a unified system to grant access to the distributed sensor network testbeds - which is a key goal of the WISEBED project and a novelty in the research space of distributed wireless sensor network laboratories, as the integration of WSN testbeds into a compound network using Shibboleth [Shi] will be the first of its kind.

![Figure 1: Inter-organizational testbed access with and without Shibboleth](image-url)
In a first step, a Shibboleth federation has to be set up with all necessary components (Identity Provider (IdP), Where-Are-You-From server (WAYF), Discovery Service, etc). Each affiliated partner joins this federation and provides an own Identity Provider for its portal site. The Identity Provider hosts the site’s user accounts, such that each affiliated partner is able to add own users and grant access to other user groups within the federation.

The application of Shibboleth constitutes a decentralized authorization and access control approach, and is therefore highly scalable to interconnect many organizations and numerous test-beds, and thus fits well for interconnecting distributed testbeds within WISEBED. Figure 2 illustrates Shibboleth protecting and controlling the remote access to the sensor network testbed portal servers. A login screen, as illustrated in Figure 3, is the entry point to the domain of the Shibboleth protected resources, where researchers choose their Home Organization in the list of federation members, and enter their credentials (username, password) once. We have recently been involved in projects where Shibboleth was applied for educational projects [BSW], [EU].

### Testbed Operation and Management System

#### 3.1 Deployment of a Wireless Sensor Network Testbed

Design, deployment and maintenance of a wireless sensor network testbed is an inherently complex task. Integrating support for maintenance in the testbed planning process is of major importance and will definitely pay off in terms of personnel cost and efforts when it comes to testbed operation and maintenance. As nodes may crash or communication to nodes might become temporarily disrupted, a reliable tamper-proof backbone network should enable 7x24h backup remote access to every single node. Self-* features such as automatic reconfiguration and self-repair facilities are only possible when having wired backup links to each single sensor node. This avoids time-consuming costly on-site repairs and downtimes of the network.

#### 3.2 Wireless Mesh Network Backbone

During the last few years, wireless mesh network (WMN) technologies have become very popular and mature. Several products are nowadays available off-the-shelf. Mesh nodes allow for
cost-efficient wired or wireless connectivity in local area networks. We suggest to co-deploy a mesh network operating as a communication backbone for all tasks concerning configuration, management, code distribution and recovery of the wireless sensor network nodes. Such a two-tiered hierarchical architecture consisting in mesh nodes and sensor nodes is currently being developed [WAB+08] to study the interconnection of heterogeneous sensor networks. A similar architecture has recently been designed and proposed in [BJGS08].

The wireless sensor nodes are connected to the mesh network backbone via either USB or RS232 links. The mesh network allows for fast and reliable remote access to all sensor nodes of the sensor testbed. In case of node failures, researchers shall be able to remotely trigger hard-resets by interrupting the mesh nodes’ power supply to the sensor nodes. Researchers are therefore able to (re)configure and run sensor network experiments without having to be physically present. The mesh network is however intended to remain behind the scenes when it comes to algorithms and experiments to be run on the sensor network testbed.

Mesh nodes are connected among each other using IEEE 802.3 or IEEE 802.11 links. Wired links should be favored to avoid interferences with the sensor nodes. Depending on the sensor hardware and the respective radio transceivers, interferences with 802.11 WLAN devices are quite probable and could distort the results of algorithms running on the sensor nodes. As some nodes might however be placed at spots where no 802.3 Ethernet link is in physical reach, communication via 802.11a links should be envisaged, as transmissions in the 5GHz band do not interfere with most sensor radios and other surrounding wireless local area networks. Figure 4 illustrates our envisioned WSN testbed with the mesh network backbone. A Shibboleth-protected portal server connects the mesh backbone to the wired infrastructure of the university and is accessible from outside the university domain with a public IP address.

3.3 Wireless Sensor Network Testbed Reservation System

In a heavily-used testbed, effective scheduling and resource allocation is important to allow a maximum number of users accessing a shared resource. A web-based reservation system facilitates the shared access of many researchers to the distributed wireless sensor network testbeds. After authentication and authorization using Shibboleth, researchers aiming to carry out
experiments on a WSN testbed can reserve time-slots during which they can access the network resources. The testbed reservation system displays an overview of the currently available un-allocated time-slots. The system allows reserving the time-slots and keeps track of the recent reservation activity of all actors on the testbed, in order to guarantee fair resource allocation. Researchers can immediately reserve the network resources and access the network in case there is nobody currently using it, or to schedule time-slots in the near future during which they will be granted access. Figure 5 illustrates a possible web-frontend where researchers can check the network’s availability and schedule time for their experiments.

3.4 Wireless Sensor Network Testbed Configurator

After logging in and allocating a certain amount of time-slots of the testbed resources, researchers are guided to the WSN testbed Configurator. In a web-based interface, researchers obtain an overview about the configuration options the testbed offers. Researchers can select the nodes they intend to use and display their basic properties (e.g. id, location). The Configurator further lists all configurations that have been used during the last couple of testbed accesses, such that researchers can bypass time-consuming configuration steps if they intend to resume with the same configuration they had experimented with the day before. Depending on the sensor hardware that is used in the testbed, the Configurator allows uploading the most frequently used operating systems to the sensor nodes (e.g. TinyOS [tin] and Contiki [DGV04]). In a next step researchers can upload own applications and specify application-specific settings they intend to use for their experiments. The system pre-inspects the code by making sure that the code compiles for the requested platform and node types. After having completed all necessary configuration steps, the Configurator should check the settings for consistency, display the configuration settings in a summary screen and confirm the experiment setup.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we propose an infrastructure for secure remote authentication, management and operation of an interconnected network of wireless sensor network testbeds basing on the open source Shibboleth system. We describe our perspective of a web-based testbed management
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system for remote wireless sensor network configuration and experimentation within a federation of distributed wireless sensor network laboratories.
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